
American Badger 
 
Logline: 
 
The lives of a reclusive hitman and an abused call-girl collide in this action packed spectacle of 
deceit, redemption, and revenge.  
 
Short Synopsis: 
 
He goes by the name BADGER because his real name is Dean, and that's the lamest name 
ever for a hitman. But really, it was his wife that gave him that nickname.  
 
Since his wife’s death 4451 days ago, he has been living the life of a recluse — operating in the 
shadows — he has hardly spoken a word to anyone in years. But all that is about to change with 
his latest assignment. His job is to make friends with a call girl and extract information from her 
about the inner workings of an Albanian gang she works for. Her name is VELVET and she is 
the closest thing the Albanian mob boss VASILY has to family; she is like a daughter to him -- 
an abused, terrified, sex-trafficked daughter.  
 
The Badger isn't good at making friends, but he's excellent at following orders; so despite his 
initial objections, he finds Velvet and makes an awkward, yet heroic introduction. He soon 
realizes he is much more emotionally vulnerable than he thinks he is, as his short relationship 
with Velvet takes a sharp turn into an unlikely romance.  
 
Suddenly his Handler tells him that it is time to take down Vasily’s syndicate — and the first 
person he is must kill is Velvet.  
 
What does a badger do when it is cornered on all sides? Badgers will fight to the death to 
protect their territory. The ensuing carnage was to be expected, but the freedom and confidence 
he gives Velvet was something that nobody would have seen coming. 
 
Long Synopsis: 
 
Most Badgers are highly social; spending their lives in a colony, with deep connections to their 
friends and family. American Badger’s are the opposite —they spend their lives in isolation with 
little contact to anything other than their prey. They are also fierce in battle, taking on grizzly 
bears and other predators magnitudes larger than themselves. 
  
These character traits also very much define DEAN, our main character, hitman, and anti-hero.  
 
Twelve years ago Dean’s wife died of cancer while he was stationed in Iraq. He didn’t find out 
she was dead until he arrived home. Her death and his traumatic experience overseas changed 
Dean forever. He was discharged from duty and withdrew himself from the world. In fact he has 
hardly talked to anyone in twelve years. 



 
Soon after he was discharged he was contacted by a nefarious, mysterious character known 
only as THE HANDLER. The mysterious man asked Dean to carry out a dangerous black ops 
solo mission. He completed the mission and was well paid for his work. From there he became 
an independent contractor, spending the next ten years working in the shadows — a reclusive, 
underground, hitman for hire.  
But that is all about to change with his newest assignment. His Handler instructs him to befriend 
an online sex-chat girl who goes by the name VELVET, and extract information about her boss 
— the infamous Albanian gangster VASILY.  
 
Having not talked to a woman in twelve years, he is visibly uncomfortable with the situation, but 
he obeys orders. He tracks down Velvet and makes an awkward, albeit slightly heroic 
introduction. Soon his humanity and vulnerability bubble to the surface and a friendship begins 
to form. Suddenly that friendship turns into a romance — something that neither of them are 
equipped to handle — especially given the fact that their friendship is based upon a huge 
deception.  
 
Dean learns that despite Velvet’s close relationship with Vasily, she is clearly not part of his 
inside circle of crime. She is more like a daughter to Vasily... an abused, terrified, sex-trafficked 
daughter. When Dean reports his findings back to The Handler, he is given instructions to 
immediately begin dismantling Vasily’s organization. Then the Handler drops a bombshell — the 
first person he must kill is Velvet.  
 
Racked with guilt and despair; Dean comes up with a twisted plan. He tells Velvet that he is a 
hitman for hire, but doesn’t tell her that he has been sent there to kill her, Vasily, and to take 
down Vasily’s entire crime syndicate. Instead he convinces Velvet to join him on a personal 
quest to eradicate a local child sex-trafficking ring. Having been sextrafficked herself, it isn’t long 
before she is all in on the plan. 
 
Together they go on a killing spree, taking out an infrastructure of corruption; but little does she 
know that the men they are murdering are actually part of Vasily’s gang. She discovers this 
hidden truth in the most shocking way imaginable — coming face to face with Vasily in the 
middle of a bloody massacre.  
 
Realizing that Dean has deceived her and tricked her into murdering dozens of Vasily’s men, 
she turns on Dean and makes her escape. Now truly lost, with nowhere to go, she tries to flee 
the city, but Vasily catches her; and instead of killing her, he has her gang raped and tortured 
for what she has done. Now Dean must make Vasily pay for his crimes.  
 
How will Dean, the anti-hero, redeem himself? It is anyone’s guess... but you can guarantee it is 
going to get messy... very, very messy. 


